SANDY’S PICKS FOR 2015
1. TITLE PAGE
2. HYBRID TEAS FEATURING # 1 ROSE, RANDY SCOTT
3. YEAR OR MORE IN THE GARDEN REVIEW
4. BROTHER JACK This bush has grown well and produces a lot
of medium pink blooms that have good form.
5. DAISY LOUISE The rose is a bicolor pink with lighter pink on
the reverse. It has lots of petals and high centered form.
Nice for exhibition.
6. DINA G Patience is a virtue with this rose. The first 2 years
had me wondering if it would achieve hybrid tea size because
it was miniflora size. By year 3 it did achieve ht size and now
I am getting beautiful large red/white bi-color roses with
great form.
7. DONA MARTIN Bob Martin’s sport of Randy Scott. The
attributes are the same but the color will vary depending on
the amount of sun and shade it gets. It can be pink, lavender
or almost white.
8. EDDIE EDWARDS This rose is a red with lighter red reverse.
The form is high centered and is beginning to produce lots of
high centered blooms.
9. EDDIE EDWARDS This rose should exhibit well.
10. JEWEL GRACE Jewel Grace became a big bush quickly.
The blooms come on long stems and are an eye-catching red

with yellow reverse. The form is exhibition but will need
disbudding.
11. HOT LADY Very close to the color of Hot Princess, it has
large blooms and excellent high centered form.
12. MR. CALEB If only the bush was not so slow to grow under
these excellent red blooms! It has picked up this year but
still needs to be larger and more productive.
13. PACIFIC CELEBRATION The bright colors of sunshine
yellow and dark red are the outstanding feature of this rose.
The petals can tend to be veiney.
14. RESA G Beautiful red with yellow reverse.
Great
exhibition form but I am waiting for more of a bush to
establish than we have now.
15. SECRET LADY Bushes have been slow to establish, but the
high centered blooms are worth the wait. Color is hard to
describe.
16. SISTER JANE Bud form of Sister Jane. For several years, I
thought Fred should make this a miniflora. This year I found
out how wrong I was!
17. SISTER JANE It is a white/pink beauty that has all the size
you could want. Many rows of petals that can be opened for
its exhibition form.
18. SISTER RUBY A secret about this rose….it didn’t take three
years to establish. It is producing long stemmed excellent

exhibition white blooms with a touch of coral on the outer
part of the petals.
19. SISTER RUBY This bloom was Queen at the Top Gun Club
meeting shown by Doug Whitt.
20. NEW IN THE GARDEN THIS YEAR
21. GEMINI’S CHARM Color is very similar to Gemini. So far,
the form has been good.
22. MAGNIFICENCE I can’t wait for the new bush to produce
gorgeous blooms like these pictures by Andrew Hearne of his
bush.
23. MAGNIFICENCE When Vernon had this rose of Fred’s in
the greenhouse, he wrote magnificent on the pot so Fred
decided to name it Magnificence.
24. SWEET ANGEL Still too new to evaluate.
25. TOP GUN I have been trying to get this for several years.
Just planted this year so I don’t have a good evaluation yet.
26. ZACK NOBLES Satish Prabhu’s sport of Let Freedom Ring.
It is growing great for a first year bush.
27. MINIFLORAS Featured is our Minflora Queen,
Whirlaway from the Mt. Laurel All Mini-Miniflora Show and
Conference.
28. ALLENE ABLE This was one of Michael Williams’ test roses.
Deep pink with a lighter reverse, the form is very good.

29. CONTRARY MARY From Don Myers, this is a rapid grower
on its own roots. The blooms are the color of Rina Hugo and
come on long stems. It has excellent exhibition form.
30. CRYSTAL PALACE This picture shows what to blooms look
liked the first year. This is my winner of the photo division in
the All-Mini-Miniflora Show last summer.
31. CRYSTAL PALACE Fred Wright’s miniflora is very large
although I don’t think it is large enough to be designated a
floribunda. The color is different from the first year.
Excellent high centered form. It won King at the All-Mini
Show.
32. FRED’S SHOW TIME Large exhibition blooms on this
miniflora. The color is a deep pink with a white reverse.
33. GIFT OF LOVE This is a beautiful yellow miniflora with
excellent form. The bush grows large but there are rarely
more than 6 to 8 blooms at a time. Recycle time is fast.
34. MARY PICKERSGILL One of Michael Williams last
introductions, it can produce some exhibition blooms.
Mostly it is a garden plant. My plant declined in the summer
but has recovered this fall and was growing well.
35. QUEEN OF HOPE Still new for us this yellow miniflora has
good form.
36. SANDY’S PICK My pick of Frank Benardella’s seedlings is
turning out to be a winner. The form is exceptionally good
for exhibition. Colors are white with red edges on the petals

unless it is in hot weather or a greenhouse. Then it can be
pink edges. Only fault I see is that the bush is slow to
establish. Give it 3 years and then you will get long stems.
37. TAMMY CLEMONS David Clemons newest rose is
spectacular. Named for his wife you would expect a good
one and it is. Great exhibition form on this dark pink rose
with stems and complimentary foliage. Some are mini size
and some miniflora size.
38. WRIGHT TOUCH Beautiful blend of peach, light orange
and white give this miniflora the “right touch” The plant
grows tall with long stems on the exhibition formed blooms.
39. MINIATURES Joy is the most outstanding miniature in
recent history.
40. CAROLINE ROSE A true miniature with white petals that
are rimmed with red on the outer part of the petal.
41. DADDY FRANK A change to miniature designation makes
this an outstanding mini rose. Deep red color, vigorous bush
and it produces lots of blooms.
42. DR. GARY RANKIN Orange blooms on a productive bush.
Occasional exhibition bloom.
43. DR. TOMMY CAIRNS
Formerly Frank Benardella’s
unregistered miniature he was calling Come Hither, this pink
small miniature is registered as Dr. Tommy Cairns. It is, so
far, a very small miniature but the two bushes are new and
not particularly fast growing.

44. GINNY This sport of Nancy Jean is an excellent rose. The
cream colored blooms have good form for exhibition and
stems are long. The bush grows well. We have had this on
court at a national.
45. KLASSY SUNRISE Small blooms on this new bush. The
colors are orange, yellow & pink. Need more time for this
one.
46. OLIVIA ROSE Steve Singer hybridized this lovely mauve
rose and named it in honor of a child killed in the Sandy Hook
shootings.
47. SAXILBY BELL A sport of Chelsea Bell, this is a light pink
with small well-formed blooms. Likes to put out nice sprays.
48. SWEET HARRIETTE This is a sport of Pierrine. It is a
deep pink and so far the blooms are not as large as those of
Pierrine.
49. SWEET MALLIE The new bush has not bloomed yet.
Fred’s miniature is pictured with orange, yellow, pink and
white blooms.
50. WANDERLUST JR Smith has begun hybridizing and this
has nice colors and form but it has a reputation for being
slow to grow.
51. COMING ATTRACTIONS FROM DAVID CLEMONS
52. 30-03-3 Hot pink blooms with excellent exhibition form. I
have been growing this as a test rose for David.

53. MNK01 Another test rose with very attractive shades of
dark orange and lighter orange. This also has excellent form.
54. 18-07-2 I was lucky enough to get two of these red
beauties as test plants this year. Gorgeous red miniflora with
superb form. David’s roses are all so special!
55. NEW FROM JOHN SMITH
56. BABYS BLUSH A pink hybrid tea that looks to have the
excellent form that John’s roses all have.
57. BABYS BLUSH
58. SILVER CREAM Some say this is better than Randy Scott
59. SUNNY SUNDAYS John says he think this is even better
than Silver Cream.
60. SUNNY SUNDAYS
61. SUNNY SUNDAYS plant
62. NEW FROM BOB MARTIN COCONUT SHRIMP, BRONZE
MEDAL (minifloras)
63. NEW FROM MICHAEL WILLIAMS MICHAEL (miniflora)
64. NEW FROM FRED WRIGHT BROTHER HUGH (pink hybrid
tea)
65. HELLO GORGEOUS by Chris Greenwood
66. HELLO SUNSHINE by Chris Greenwood
67. SUNGLOW by Whitt Wells (older rose but beginning to
be shown)
68. ROSES LISTED WHOSE CLASSIFICATION HAS BEEN
CHANGED

69. MEMPHIS KING, KING OF THE ROAD, ME & MRS. JONES
70. FLORIBUNDAS, POLYANTHAS, & SHRUBS
71. Me and Mrs. Jones
72. Lullaby
73. Miss Betty

